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Motivation and objective

How has media attention to environmental policy evolved over the
years?
How does information about environmental policy affects the
decision-making of clean investors?

I Using text-mining techniques,
we construct newspaper-based
measures of US environmental
policy over the last 40 years:

1. general index of environmental
policy

2. 25 topic-specific indexes

To answer the question: Does more media attention to EnvP (6=
policy stringency) make clean firms more attractive to investors?
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Data

I News articles extracted from
10 US newspapers over
1981-2019.

I Weekly/monthly counts of
articles relating to
environmental and climate
policy (EnvP) + total
volume of articles.

I Source: automated access
to Factiva, Dow Jones.

Newspapers Share
New York Times 22.5%
Washington Post 15.3%
Houston Chronicle 13.8%
Tampa Bay Times 11.5%
Dallas Morning News 10.8%
Wall Street Journal 9.8%
San Francisco Chronicle 6.2%
Boston Herald 5.0%
San Jose Mercury News 3.4%
San Diego Union Tribune 1.7%
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Identifying EnvP articles through text-mining (1)

1. 15.2 million articles (10 newspapers)
accessed on Factiva. → only a subset
are ’true’ EnvP articles.

2. Broad environmental policy query to
narrow down the universe of articles
(i.e. 500,000)

3. Training set: random draw of 2,500
articles that we label manually. An
article is coded as irrelevant in our
codebook if:
I No environment : ”Brexit has

caused changes in the business
climate.”

I No policy : ”New technological
breakthrough for solar cells.”

Excerpt of our codebook
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Identifying EnvP articles through text-mining (2)

Training a supervised ML algorithm for text classification

I Training set (2’500 articles) as input into a support vector
machine (SVM) classifier. What is SVM?

I Algorithm produces a rule predicting whether an article is
about EnvP, based on words in a given article.

Classifying our newspaper articles

I Using SVM prediction rule on our
set of 500,000 articles, we identify
84,000 news articles as ”true”
EnvP.
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A glimpse into SVM top features

Table: 50 most discriminating words for predicting our EnvP index
according to the trained SVM classifier.

Top SVM articles



General EnvP Index

Comparison between our index and Climate Change Index
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Identifying EnvP topics

Unsupervised ML algorithm for topic identification

I 84,000 EnvP articles over
1981-2009.

I Topic modeling using Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA).

I LDA identifies topics based
on co-occurrence of terms.

I Each news article is
associated with multiple
topics.
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Wordclouds EnvP topics

Full topics list



Evolution of topic sub-indexes over time



Topic International Agreements



Topic Renewables - EnvP-RE
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EnvP news and clean investments

I How do our news-based environmental policy indexes relate to
clean markets? In particular, venture capital deals and stock
returns

I Does more media attention to EnvP ( 6= policy stringency)
make clean firms more attractive to investors?
I increase awareness of investment opportunities in clean markets
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Our results: Aggregate (VAR)

Dynamic relationship between our news index and aggregate VC
deals and Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) index in clean energy in
VAR models

We find that a a positive shock to EnvP-RE is associated with:

I an increase in VC deals in renewable energy in the medium
term

I an increase in demand for the main benchmark clean-energy
ETF



Our results: Firm-level (Panel)

Firm-level regressions – identification strategy differentiate firms by
exposure to environmental policy

We find that an increase in EnvP and EnvP-RE is associated with:

I an increase in the probability of VC funding for cleantech
startups, with little to no impact on other startups

I a decrease in stock returns of the most polluting firms (which
we assume are most exposed to media attention)



Conclusions

I We are able to capture the evolution of media attention to
various aspects of environmental policy

I We find that our news-based indexes are positively associated
with clean investments
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Our codebook

Figure: Excerpt from our codebook
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Support Vector Machines (SVM)

SVM maximizes the distance between the two closest articles on
both sides of the decision boundary:

Figure: Support Vector Machines
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Precision & Recall
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Articles with highest SVM score
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EnvP versus Climate Change Index
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Robustness VAR VC
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Variables and Cholesky ordering in VAR VC deals

Table: Baseline VAR VC deals

Variables Version used Cholesky ordering
Our EnvP-RE policy index Levels 1
US West Texas Intermediate crude oil
spot price

Log diff 2

GDP Log diff 3
Federal funds effective rate First diff 4
Number of VC deals in clean energy Levels 5

Time trend; 3 lags.
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Robustness VAR stock

Estimated effect of a shock in EnvP-RE news index on PBW-ETF market cap
changes, monthly
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Variables and Cholesky ordering in VAR stock

Table: Baseline VAR stock

Variables Version used Cholesky ordering
Our EnvP-RE policy index Log diff 1
US West Texas Intermediate crude oil
spot price

Log diff 2

Federal funds effective rate First diff 3
NYSE Arca Technology Stock Index Log diff 4
WilderHill Clean Energy Stock Index Log diff 5

No time trend; 2 lags.
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Firm-level stock returns (4)
Robustness with constant and predetermined exposure to EnvP news
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